MOTORIZED WELL-VU SYSTEM with 15” DVCC Also available with 7” DVCC & WVCP

A full turn key system including the new digital video control console (DVCC) and detachable camera head.

CABLE LENGTH: 1000, 1250 & 1500 feet
CAMERA SPECs: 1/2” OD, high resolution, 1 lux
1/2” CCD, 550 line resolution
LIGHT SOURCE: 18 LED white lights emitted at a 22° angle to eliminate problems with particle reflection
POWER SOURCE: 12VDC
DVCC: Digital Video Command Console, 7” standard
VIDEO OUT: Standard NTSC format
CLAMP-ON OSD: On-Screen Display Encoder feet or meters display
DATA GPS: On board GPS chip

WELL-VU MOTORIZED CART ACCESSORY
Model #Motorizedcart

- Can be used on all current motorized cameras
- Allows for easy maneuvering of motorized system

MOTORIZED 3,500’ FISHEYE SYSTEM
Model #WV-PT3500

- 3,500 feet
- Pan and Tilt Camera head
- 15” DVCC included
- On-Screen Depth
- 12 volt system
- On-screen GPS
- Self propelled cart on 3,500’ model
- Also available on a metal plate that can be mounted in your own van/trailer.